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Using the independent oscillator model with an arbitrary system potential, we derive a quantum
Brownian equation assuming a correlated total initial state. Although not of Lindblad form, the
equation preserves positivity of the density operator on a restricted set of initial states.
 
PACS numbers: 05.40.+j, 03.65.SqBrownian motion is both ubiquitous in nature and
of fundamental significance in the study of systems
that interact with their surroundings. At a classical
level where the environment is often idealized as a
set of harmonic oscillators, the phenomenon is well
understood. Yet a description at the quantum mechanical
level, even within this independent oscillator model of the
environment, is still problematic. In particular, consider
the standard quantum Brownian equation in the literature
describing the evolution of the reduced density operator
of the system, rstd [1,2]:
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where T is the temperature of the surroundings, C is
a constant measuring the strength of the environmen-
tal coupling, H 0 is the system Hamiltonian plus Hermi-
tian terms proportional to C, and hA, r, Bj ; BAyr 1
rBAy 2 2AyrB. Equation (1) is known to be ill behaved
[3–8]; it does not in general preserve the positivity of
rstd; i.e., the condition that kcjrstd jcl $ 0 for all c is
violated. One way to see this is to compute, using Eq. (1),
the initial rate of change of the purity assuming an initially
pure state with position uncertainty Dq [6–8]:"
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Since this rate may be made positive with a judicious
choice of the parameters appearing in the right hand
side of Eq. (2), and noting that Eq. (1) preserves the
norm and Hermiticity of r, one is forced to conclude
that eigenvalues of r can become negative [9]. This is
physically unacceptable.
From the work of Lindblad [10] (see also [11]) one
could have determined a priori that the standard quantum
Brownian equation is flawed. Consider the master equa-
tion drydt ­ fH, rgyh¯i 1 Lirr where the dissipator,
Lir , is the operator responsible for irreversible evolution.
Lindblad has shown that fH, gyh¯i 1 Lir [ CDsH ds
if, and only if, Lir is of the form 2
P
ahAa , , Aaj wherethe Aa are arbitrary operators [12]. Equation (1) is not of
this “Lindblad form” and therefore cannot generally pre-
serve positivity.
Since Lindblad’s work appeared, there have been a few
efforts to derive well-behaved master equations. How-
ever, because most of these have been axiomatic or phe-
nomenological approaches [13], where one typically starts
with a master equation already in Lindblad form and then
proceeds to place some constraints on the fluctuation and
dissipation coefficients, it is not possible to determine
whether the resultant equation describes Brownian motion
or some other behavior. Indeed, most often the resultant
equation corresponds to the positivity-preserving quantum
optical master equation [2,14,15] where the secular ap-
proximation—that is, the assumption that system periods
are much shorter than the coarse-graining time Dt—is in-
voked. In contrast, the quantum Brownian equation is ob-
tained by assuming natural periods are much longer than
Dt, the free particle, with an “infinite period,” being the
quintessential example. In this Letter we derive, within
the independent oscillator model, a quantum description
of Brownian motion that preserves the norm, Hermiticity,
and positivity of rstd for arbitrary system potentials [16].
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reservoir (bj is the usual lowering operator), and introduce
the coupling VT ; h¯q
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where the last equality holds if kj ­ 2h¯k2j yvj, mj ­
2h¯k2j yv
3
j , and qj and pj are related in the usual way to
mj , vj , bj , and b
y
j . The independent oscillator model has
been extensively studied and possesses many attractive
features (see, e.g., [17], and references therein). In fact,
in Refs. [1,2] this model was used to derive the standard
 quantum Brownian equation starting from a total initial
state that is the product of system of interest and reservoir
density operators:
rst0d › rr ,can , (4)
where, letting Zr be the canonical partition function of the
reservoir, rr ,can ; Z21r exps2HrykT d. In contrast, the
key to our approach below is to start with a correlated
initial state. That taking such a state might bode well
for the derivation of the quantum Brownian equation
can be gleaned from other work [18] investigating initial
transients or “jolts.” These jolts are boundary layers
that arise because the vmax ! ‘ limit, where vmax
is the high-frequency cutoff of the reservoir, does not
converge uniformly in any interval containing the initial
time. Physically, in the uncorrelated initial state (4), thereservoir is not in local equilibrium with the system.
Consequently, the vmax ! ‘ limit is accompanied by
large initial impulses that manifest themselves as jolts.
These jolts are particularly problematic in the derivation
of a quantum Brownian equation because one usually
resorts to a weak coupling approximation [2] in which,
for the computation of some reservoir traces, one assumes
a product state at arbitrary times; however, an initial
product state very rapidly becomes entangled as the total
system seeks local equilibrium. Thus, it makes more
sense to consider from the start correlated states that
describe this entanglement.
Derivation of a positive quantum Brownian equa-
tion.—Instead of (4), the total initial state we consider
isrT st0d ­
e2HT y2kT eHy2kT sst0d › 1reHy2kT e2HT y2kT
TrT e2HT y2kT eHy2kT sst0d › 1reHy2kT e2HT y2kT , (5)where sst0d, serving as the “bare” density operator of
the system of interest, involves only system operators. In
addition, we require that sst0d be Hermitian and positive,
and that eHy2kT sst0deHy2kT be of trace class. Note
that total equilibrium corresponds to s ~ exps2HykT d.
From a formal point of view, it is of course impossible
to “prove” the correctness of an initial state such as
(5); any positive, Hermitian, and unit-trace total initial
state is acceptable. It is therefore not surprising that
other correlated total initial states have been considered
in the literature [5,19–26]. Motivation for the form of
our particular rT st0d comes from considering the high-
temperature linear response of the system of interest from
full equilibrium with the reservoir [19, pp. 71 and 72].
Also, although the physics is different, states of the form
(5) are somewhat analogous to “local thermodynamic
equilibrium” distributions used in the Chapman-Enskog
solution of the Boltzmann equation [27].We first consider the exact evolution of rT st0d. At later
times we have rT std ­ rT ,unyD where D ­ TrT rT ,un
and the unnormalized density operator rT ,unstd is given
by
e2HT y2kT esH1Hr dy2kT fUT st, t0dsst0d
›rr ,can fUT yst, t0desH1Hr dy2kT e2HT y2kT ; (6)
UT is the propagator of the total system corresponding to
HT and the “tilde” is defined by
fOT ­ e2sH1Hr dy2kT OT esH1Hr dy2kT . (7)
We wish to compute the reduced density operator rstd ­
Trr rT ,unstdyD, where the “r” subscript indicates that
the trace is over reservoir variables. Because we restrict
ourselves to the high temperature regime, we approximateesH1Hr dy2kT e2HT y2kT ­ e
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Denoting kx1x2 . . . j by kxr j, with this approximation we obtain
kxr jrT ,unjxrl ­ exp
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where sst, xrd ; kxr j fUT st, t0dsst0d › rr ,can fUT yst, t0d jxrl. We will first calculate the coarse-grained, high
temperature limit of
R
dxrkxr jrT ,unjxr l; the result, when divided by D, will be our expression for rstd.In our calculations, the weak coupling approximation
that we invoke is
fUT st, t0dsst0d › rr ,can fUT yst, t0d ø sstd › rr ,can . (10)
In usual approaches starting with product initial condi-
tions, the weak coupling approximation is made when
computing rstd from expression (4) [2]. One expects
the weak coupling approximation to be better justified 
 when, as we do here, it is applied to the computation
of sstd under correlated conditions; we will see that
our approximate expression for sstd will not suffer any
irreversible jolts. We also assume the Brownian par-
ticle to be considerably more massive than those with
which it weakly interacts. Accordingly, we treat WT ­
VT 1 q2h¯
P
j k
2
j yvj 1 p2y2m as a perturbation and in-
troduce the interaction picture propagator UIT st, t0d ­
eisV1Hr d st2t0dy h¯UT st, t0d. This propagator satisfies
d fUIT st¯, tdydt¯ ­ fWT I st¯, td fUIT st¯, tdyh¯i , (11)
where the superscript “I ,” unless otherwise noted, denotes
the following operation:
OIT st¯, td ; e
isV˜1Hr d st¯2tdy h¯OT e
2isV˜1Hr d st¯2tdy h¯. (12)
A second order Born expansion of (11) yields fUIT st¯, td ­ 1T 1 1h¯i Z t¯t dt0 fWT I st0, td
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Define sI st¯, t, xrd ; eiV˜ st¯2tdy h¯sst¯, xrde2iV˜
yst¯2tdy h¯
, and let
jnrl ; jn1n2 . . .l denote the number basis of the reservoir.
Then Eq. (13), together with the expression
sI st¯, t, xrd ­
X
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› rr ,can fUIT yst¯, td jnr l knr j xrl , (14)
which was obtained using the weak coupling approxima-
tion [see (10)], may then be used to compute the coarse-
grained derivative. Consistently keeping terms up to
second order in m21y2 and kj , we obtainsI st 1 Dt, t, xr d 2 sI st, t, xr d
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[It is the last term in Eq. (3) that, to highest order, is
responsible for extending the limit of integration from t0
in Eq. (13) to t 1 Dt in Eq. (15) [28].] Equations (8)
and (15) may be used to compute ddt
R
dxrkxr jrT ,unjxrl.
For this computation, we approximate sums over reservoir
modes by integrals using the usual density of modes,
gsvd, given by k2svdgsvd ­ C2p vusvmax 2 vdusvd,
where u is the unit step function, vmax is a high
frequency cutoff, and C is a constant. As is usually
done, we also consider the following limits, the order
of which is not immaterial: h¯ykTDt ! 0 followed by
vmaxDt ! ‘. Thus, when confronted with the integralRt1Dt
t dt
0 Rt1Dt
t dt
00 sinfvmaxst0 2 t00dgyfpst0 2 t00dDtg, for
example, we replace it by unity. Defining h ­ h¯2vmaxy
4pk2T2, Lrev ­ fH, gyh¯i, and Lir ­ 2sCkTy2h¯d 3
hq, , qj, we obtain
d
dt
Z
dxrkxr jrT ,unstd jxrl ­ ehLir dsstddt , (17)
where
dsstd
dt
­ sL˜rev 1 L˜ir dsstd ; (18)
for superoperators, the tilde means
L˜ s ; e2Hy2kT fL seHy2kT seHy2kT dge2Hy2kT (19)
and hence L˜rev ­ Lrev .To be consistent, we now apply the same approxi-
mations to the computation of D, the result of which
we should denote by Dapprox; in other words, Dapprox is
the trace, over system of interest variables, of ehLir sstd,
where sstd is the solution of Eq. (18). This approximate
result for D depends on time, although in an exact treat-
ment it would not. As an indication that our approxima-
tions are reasonable, we note that Dapprox is time indepen-
dent in the recoilless limit where the Brownian particle’s
mass is formally set to infinity (or, equivalently, the ki-
netic energy in H is set to zero). Our central result, de-
scribing quantum Brownian evolution, is then
rstd ­
ehLir sstd
TrfehLir sstdg
, (20)
where sstd ­ etsL˜rev 1L˜ir dss0d [29].
We note that when s ­ exps2HykT dyZ, where Z
is the canonical partition function of the system, r is
stationary. In addition, provided ss0d is positive and
eHy2kT ss0deHy2kT is of trace class, rstd is positive since
Lir is of Lindblad form. It is implicit in the work of
Lindblad [10] and more recently Pechukas [30] that a
master equation need not be of Lindblad form to preserve
positivity. Indeed, our result provides a concrete example
since drydt is not of this form [31]. Finally, we point
out that in practice one obtains rstd by first solving
Eq. (18); for example, for a free particle where V sqd ­ 0,
the equation that has to be solved is
 ds
dt
­
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1 H.c. 2 sCkTy2h¯d hq 2 gip, s, q 2 gipj ,
(21)
where g ­ h¯y2mkT and m¯21 ­ m21 1 Ch¯2iy2kTm2
One then forms rstd with the help of Eq. (20). Although
we have not computed the full solution sstd for a
harmonic oscillator, we have checked that the short time
propagator, at least, gives rise to a Gaussian process.
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